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About This Content

Straight from Kadokawa, here are Japanese darkness and curses themed generator parts!

From dashing heroes and dastardly villains to unassuming NPCs, characters are at the core of all role playing games. And now,
you can make character creation even easier!

RPG Maker MV's character generator is a powerful tool and a fan-favorite when it comes to quickly creating a cast for any
project. With Japanese Character Generator Expansion 2, you can add a touch of classic Japan to your RPG Maker projects.
With emphasis on darkness and curses, Expansion 2 parts are an essential part of your growing RPG Maker resource library.

Includes:

Front Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Rear Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Mouth: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Female

Facial Mark: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Clothing: 3 Male, 3 Female
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Accessory 1: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Accessory 2: 5 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Male

Glasses: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex)

For a total of 35 all new parts.
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awesome game brings back memories plays exactly the same love it. You know what you're buying. I'd say get it if you want it..
terrible game i got it to get the achievements so i could 100% it. Such a bad game, sorry developers! You got an F!

First of all, I opened the game up and heard a song I recenized...then I realized it was this song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_-a9nVZYjk
Then, I went to the credits to see if they put The Fat Rat's song in there...and sure enough, they didn't! Then I made a server and
no one joined. THE GAME IS DEAD. I laughed when I looked around the map. The whole map was just missing textures. And
the models were free to download on Unity. I do like the graphics though. But other than that, the game is horrible.. The game
lacks polish, the play is fun but the beginning to just not straight forward.
After some time playing you begin to notice that is you do specific commands to fast it bugs out.

Don't get me wrong i like the concept and challenge to manage pipes/hoses and equipment. But the its just to buggy.
Even though this is releases in 2015, there are no updates anymore so it wont get any better.

Side note: DONT GO TO THE WEBSITE. it's spam.
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Although currently light on content, Reventa shows so much potential. The death penalty (or lack thereof) is such a smart idea,
combat is fun and animations are so fluid. I instantly wanted to start playing as the other character the moment I wrapped up
Chapter 1 for the first time. Plan on doing more exploring with Blue then finishing with Red which should take me a handful of
hours (let's estimate around 5). I almost like the fact I can keep coming back with each chapter release.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6P9rjQZXaDM. I hate it. You can't do anything. You can NOT progress anywhere. I most certainly do NOT
recomend this game at all. DON'T waste your money.. Hella fun, don't play it if you are sweaty PUBG kid.. I support every
single game that mentions Ancient Greek Mythology.. Borring and you will need to cheat from the Internet.. Don't get me
wrong. The gameplay is ok for a survival game like this, but after you figured out how to deal with the game it's more like:
"Ok, let's get some more citizens ... oh no, food is missing. Let's produce some more... ok, now you don't have any clothes. Here
are some cotton fields. Oh wait, i don't have enough wood at the moment, because for some reason I need wood to build crop
fields" 10 minutes later "Ok, here are your cotton fields. Now I can build more houses, but first I need more wood" and so on.
So after a while it gets boring and annoying, because it is really only survival part, without being creative like in other survival
games, where you can build a city with individual houses for example.
If you still want to buy it, then keep in mind that this game is only good enough to fill up like 1 or 2 hours.
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